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§ 1. Introduction 
J . P L O N K A [4] introduced the concept of a sum of a join-direct system of algebras 
and showed that if we form a sum of a non-trivial join-direct system of algebras in 
an equational class the new algebra satisfies only those regular equations which are 
satisfied in all algebras of the direct system. 
Now if we take the equational class SR of all associative rings and form all 
possible sums of join-direct systems over it, we obtain an equational class of 
additively commutative semirings. By a semiring (R , + , o ) we mean a universal 
algebra with two associative operations + and o , such that o is distributive with 
respect to + . It is additively commutative if (/?, + ) is a commutative semigroup. 
It is not true that all the additively commutative semirings can be obtained 
by sums of joint-direct systems over associative rings. 
In this note we give a simple axiomatic characterization of those semirings R 
which are in and we call them r-semirings. Every ¿-semiring has a unique 
way of representation as a sum of join-direct system of rings. 
§ 2. Basic concepts and lemmas 
Let (/ , s ) be a join-semilattice, with join denoted by V. 
A system U = ((/, = ), {/? (} i e /, {<?,;},Sj) is called a join-direct system of as-
sociative rings if it is a direct system of associative rings whose underlying index 
set is a join-semilattice and 
(i) for each / £ / , (Rt, o ; ) is an associative ring and RiDRj = 0 for i ^ j . 
(ii) If i s j in 1, then ( p j j - . R ^ R j is a ring homomorphism, subject to the conditions: 
. (a) (pu(x) = x for all x in (b) i S j ^ k in / , then (/>jk<Pij — (pik-
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Any join-direct system U of associative rings gives us an additively commutative 
semiring R as follows: 
Set R = U Ri and define + and o on R by 
i i l 
x + y = <Plk(x)+k(pjk(y) and xoy = (pik(x)ok<pJk(y) if x^Rt, ycRj, and k = i\Jj. 
Then (R, + , o ) is an additively commutative semiring. We shall call it the sum 
of U and denote it by R = S(U). 
Now let us define a unary operation * on R by setting *x = — x if x£Rt, where 
— x is the additive inverse of x in R^ 
It can be seen that * has the following properties, for all x and y in R: 
(1) *(**) = *. (2) x + (*x) + x = x, (3) *(x+j>) = (*x) + (*j>), 
(4) xo(*y) = ( * x ) o j = *(xo^), (5) (x + (*x))oj; = x + ( * x ) + j + (*;>). 
Now we can state our main theorem. 
T h e o r e m 1. A semiring (R, +, o ) is a I-semiring if and only if: 
(A) (R , + , o ) is additively commutative and 
(B) a unary operation *: R — R can be defined satisfying the above conditions (1)—(5). 
To demonstrate it, we shall need the following 
L e m m a 1. Let R be a semiring satisfying conditions (A) and (B) of the above 
theorem. Then we have, for all x and y in R, 
(a) xo(y + (*y)) = (y + (*y)) o x = (x + (*x)) oy=yo(x + (*x)), 
(b) if x + ( * x ) + j + (*j0 = y + (*>•), then x o ( y + (*y)) = y + (*y), 
(c) if x + (*x) = y + (*y), then x o (y + (*y)) = y + 
P r o o f , (a) follows immediately by interchanging the variables x and y in 
(5), using commutativity of + and distributivity of o with respect to + . (b) is 
trivial and (c) follows f rom (2) and (b). 
L e m m a 2. Let R be a semiring satisfying the conditions (A) and (B) of the 
theorem. Let E(R) = {x + (*x) |x£i?}. Then E(R) is the set of all additive idempo-
tents of R, and all elements of E(R) are multiplicative idempotents. Furthermore, 
if we define S on E(R) by setting a^b if and only if a+ b — b for a, b£ E(R), then 
(E(R); g ) is a join-semilattice. 
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P r o o f . Let x£R, then 
(* + O ) ) + (x + (*x)) - (x + (*x) + x) + (*x) = x + (*x) by (2), 
therefore x + (*x) is an additive idempotent. 
Conversely, suppose e is an additive idempotent in R. Then by (2), e = e + e + 
+ (*e) = e + (*e) is in E(R). 
Observe *(x + (*x)) = (*x)+(*(*x)) = ( * x ) + x = x + (*x), and by Lemma 
1 (b) we have x o ( x + (*x)) — x + (*x), (*x)o(x + (*x)) = x + (*x). Therefore 
x o (x + (*x)) + (*x) o (x + (*x)) = x + ( * x ) + x + (**) and then [x + (*x)] o 
° [ x + (*x)] = x + (*x). Therefore x + (*x) is a multiplicative idempotent. Clearly 
under the relation E(R) becomes a partially ordered set. Let e,f£E(R). We 
claim that e+f ••= eV/. Since 
e + (e+f) = (e + e)+f= e+f 
we have e S e+f. S imi la r ly , / S e+f. Suppose e,f^g in E(R). Then e+g — g, 
f+g = g. Thus (e+g) + ( f + g ) = g+g so (e+f)+g = g. Therefore, e+f ^ g. 
This shows e V / = e+f. Hence (E(R); is a join-semilattice. 
§ 3. Proof of the theorem 
The necessity of the conditions (A) and (B) was proved in § 2. 
Now suppose we have a semiring R which satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 
Define a relation = on R as follows: x=y if and only if x + (*x) = + 
Clearly = is an equivalence and therefore partitions R into disjoint classes. 
It is clear that each class contains one and only one element of E(R). Therefore, 
we denote the class containing an element a of E(R) by Ra. Define + a and oa on 
Ra by restricting the operations 4- and o of RtoRa. 
We want to show that (Ra, +a, oB) is an associative ring with a as its zero. 
First we show that Ra is closed under +„ and oa. Let x,y£Ra, then 
x + (*x) = y + (*y) = a. Thus ( x + )>)+(*(*+>')) = x + (*x) + y + (*y) = a + a = a, 
(xoj ;) + (*(xoj/)) = ( X O J ) + ( * X ) O J = (x + ( * x ) ) O J = x + (*x) by Lemma 1(c). 
Therefore x+y, x o y£Ra. Moreover, it is clear that *x£Ra. 
To see that (Ra, +a) is an abelian group with zero a, let x£Ra. Then 
x+a = x + (x + (*x)) = x and x + (*x) = a. 
Hence (R a , + a , ofl) is an associative ring. 
Now for each a^b in E(R), define a map <pab: Ra^Rb by (pab{x) = x + b for 
all x in Ra. Then 
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I) <pab is a ring homomorphism. Let x,yiRa. Then 
<Pab(*+y) = x+y + b = (x + b) + (y + b) = (pah(x) + b<pab(y) 
and 
<Pab{x)° b<Pab(y) = {x + b)o(y + b) = x o y + b o y + x o b + b o b 
= xoy + boy + box + bob (by Lemma l'(a)) 
= xo'y + bo(x+y) + b (by Lemma 2) 
= xoy + b + b (by Lemma 1(b)) 
= xoy + b = (pab(xoy). 
II) (paaix) = x + a — x + x + (*x) = x for all x in Ra. 
III) If a^b^c in E(R), then <pbc<pab = q>ac because 
<Pbc{<Pab(x)) = <pbc(x + b) = (x + b) + c = x + c = (pac(x) for all x in Ra. 
The proof will be complete if we show that 
R = S(((E(R); =§>, { < P a h U h ) ) -
Clearly R = U Ra. Define operations © and O on R as follows: for x, y in R 
o£E(R) 
x@y = <pac(x)+c(pbc(y) and xoy = (pac(x)oc(pbc(y) if x£Ra, y<iRb, c = a + b. 
We want to show that © = + and 0 = 0 . 
Let x, y£R, x£Ra, yZRb, c — a + b. We have 
= (pac(x)+cq>bc{y) = (x + c) + (y + c) = x+y + c = 
= x+y + a + b = (x + a) + (y + b) = (paa{x) + (pbb(y) = x+y. 
Also 
= <pac0c<pbc(y) = (x + c)o(y + c) = xoy + coy + xoc + coc = 
= xoy + c + c + c (by Lemma 1 (b)) = xoy + c. 
N o w X O y £ R c f o r 
+ = + = ( x - f - ( * . x ) ) o j ; 
= (x + f x ) ) + (j> + ("») = a + b = c (Condition (5)). 
Therefore xOy = cpcc(x°y) = xoy. Hence 
R = S(((E(R), ==>, {/?a}aeE(R), {<PabUb}). 
C o r o l l a r y . The class of all I-semirings form an equational class of semirings 
and it includes the class of all associative rings as an equational subclass. 
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§ 4. Some remarks on ¿-semirings 
R e m a r k 1. It is clear that every ¿-semiring is an additively regular semiring, 
i.e., a semiring such that the equation a + x + a — a always has a solution (cf. [1]). 
However, not all additively commutative and additively regular semirings are ¿-semi-
rings. 
Consider the 3-element additively commutative and additively regular semi-
ring R with the following tables: 
+ a b c o a b c 
a a c c a b b b 
b c b c b b b b 
c c c c c b b b 
The only possible unary operation *: /?— R which can be defined that satisfies 
condition (B) (1)—(4) is: 
*a = a, *b=b, *c = c. 
However (a + (*a))ob ^ a + (*a) + b + (*b). 
R e m a r k 2. Additively regular semirings arise naturally if we consider the 
endomorphism semiring of a ¿-semimodule over a ring R. 
By a ¿-semimodule we mean a system (M, + , {/ f l}„€R , *) where: 
(1) (M, + ) is a commutative semigroup, 
(2) for each a£R, fa:M — M satisfies: 
fa(x+y) =fa(x)+fa(y), fa + b(x) =fa(x)+fb(x), faoh(x) = f a ( f b ( x j ) , 
(3) *: M — M satisfies: 
* ( * * ) = * , / , ( * * ) = * ( / r « ) , * ( x + y ) = 0 0 + 0 0 . 
X + *X + X = X, fr(x + (*x)) = x + (*x). 
The concept of ¿-semimodule is the generalization of the usual left /?-module. 
In [3], it was shown that every ¿-semimodule M is a sum of join-direct system of 
/?-modules, i.e. M = S(((E(M)- {Ma}aeE{M), { (¡/ab}amb)), where £ ( ^ ) i s t h e s e t 
of all idempotents of M and Ma is 7?-module for each a^E(M). iJ/ab: Ma—Mb is 
a module homomorphism which takes x to x + b for all x in Mb. 
A mapping cp: M — M is called an /?-endomorphism of M if for x,y^M and 
a£R we have 
q>(x+y) - (p(x) + <p(y), (p{fa{x))=fa{(p{x% <p(*x) = *(q>(x)). 
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Let E n d R ( M ) denote the set of all i?-endomorphisms of M. 
For <p, \j/ £ E n d R ( M ) we define: 
(<P + '/0 (*) = <p(x) + >P (x), ( » (x) = * (<p (*)), (cp o ,/,) (x) = (p(iP (x)). 
Then (End K (M) , + , o ) is an additively commutative semiring and * satisfies 
conditions (1)—(4) of Theorem 1. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let A = (End R (M) , + , o ) be the endomorphism semiring of a 
I-semimodule M. A is a S-semiring if and only if M is an R-module and in this case 
A is a ring. 
P r o o f . The if part is straightforward. Suppose A is a Z-semiring then for 
each cp,\j/£A we have {(p +(*(p))oij/ = (p + (*cp) + 
Now let x £ M then we have 
((<p+C<p))of){x) = (cp + Ccpj) OK*)) = <p{<Hx))+C<p)(<P(x)) = 
= (cpo^W + icpoMCx) = (<po<lJ)(x + *x), 
(p+ (>) + * + (**))(*) = cp(x) + ( » ( x ) + ip(x) + (*ip)(x) = 
= (&+*) (X) + (cp + <A) (*x) = (<p + ils)(x + *x). 
This implies the restrictions cp + \j/\£(M) and cp o are equal. 
Now if E(M) has more than 2 elements, say a Sb, consider the following two 
.R-endomorphisms of M 
(p1(x)—a, (p2(x)—b for every x£M. 
Then (cpL + <p2)(x) = a + b = b and (q>1 o(p2)(x) = (pi((p2(x)) = (pt(b) — a 
for every x£M. Therefore (pl+q>2 ^ <pi°(p2 011 E(M): a contradiction. Thus 
\E(M)\ = 1 which implies that M is an i?-module. 
R e m a r k 3. S. M. YUSUF [6] called an additively commutative semiring whose 
additive semigroup is an inverse semigroup an additively inversive hemiring. 
If we take away (4) and (5) in condition (B) of Theorem 1, we obtain an 
axiomatic characterization of additively inversive hemirings. This implies im-
mediately that the class of all additively inversive hemirings is an equational class 
which contains the class of ^-semirings as an equational subclass. 
Since (4) always holds in additively inversive hemiring, if we consider T-semi-
rings as algebras of type <2, 2, 1), they can be defined by the following independent 
axioms: 1) (R, + , o ) is an additively commutative semiring, 2) = 
3) *(*+J>) = + 4) x + (*x) + x = x, 5) + = x + + 
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R e m a r k 4. Let R be a ¿-semiring. If we define a map f:R2—R by setting 
f(x,y) = x+y + (*y), then it can be checked that / is a partition function of R (for 
the terminology see [4]). By Theorem 2 of [4], it induces a sum-representation of R. 
This representation is essentially the same as the one we obtained in the proof of 
Theorem 1, and by Theorem 1 of [5] this is the only possible sum-representation 
of R by rings. 
The author wishes to express his appreciation to Professors G . G R Á T Z E R , V . D L A B 
and C. R. P L A T T for their very helpful criticisms of the paper. 
Added in proof Consider ¿-semirings as algebras of <2,2,1), one can show 
that the lattice of equational subclasses of ¿-semirings is isomorphic to the direct 
product of the lattice of equational subclasses of associative rings and the two 
element chain. The following problem is still unsolved: what is the lattice of 
equational subclasses of additively inverse hemirings? 
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